Multi-objective optimization identifies trade-offs between self-sufficiency and environmental impacts of regional agriculture in Baden-Württemberg, Germany
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Abstract
Regional food supply, organic farming, and changing food consumption are three major strategies to reduce the environmental impacts of the agricultural sector. In the German Federal State of Baden-Württemberg (population: 11 million), multiple policy and economic incentives drive the uptake of these three strategies, but quantitative assessments of their overall impact abatement potential are lacking. Here, the question of how much food can be produced regionally while keeping environmental impacts within political targets is tackled by comparing a scenario of maximum productivity to an optimal solution obtained with a multi-objective optimization (MO) approach. The investigation covers almost the entirety of productive land in the state, two production practices (organic or conventional), four environmental impact categories, and three demand scenarios (base, vegetarian, and vegan). We present an area-based indicator to quantify the self-sufficiency of regional food supply, as well as the database required for its calculation. Environmental impacts are determined using life cycle assessment. Governmental goals for reducing environmental impacts from agriculture are used by the MO to determine and later rate the different Pareto-efficient solutions, resulting in an optimal solution for regional food supply under environmental constraints. In the scenario of maximal output, self-sufficiency of food supply ranged between 61% and 66% (depending on the diet), and most political targets could not be met. On the other hand, the optimal solution showed a higher share of organic production (ca. 40%–80% com-
pared to 0%) and lower self-sufficiency values (between 40% and 50%) but performs substantially better in meeting political targets for environmental impact reduction. At the county level, self-sufficiency varies between 2% for densely populated urban districts and 80% for rural counties. These results help policy-makers benchmark and refine their goalsetting regarding regional self-sufficiency and environmental impact reduction, thus ensuring effective policymaking for sustainable community development.
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Introduction and Literature Review

Problem Setting
Agriculture and animal husbandry contribute significantly to the two most pressing environmental problems globally: climate change and nitrogen pollution (Smith et al., 2014; UNEP, 2013). At the same time, they form the largest employment sector in developing economies and still employ 27 million people in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries (OECD, 2019). Agriculture and animal husbandry are directly linked to and affected by the Sustainable Development Goals and related targets (United Nations General Assembly, 2015), including the goals ‘Zero Hunger,’ ‘Responsible Consumption and Production,’ and ‘Life on Land.’

Transforming food production systems is, therefore, a major leverage point for sustainable development, both from the environmental and the health and social perspectives (Foley et al., 2011; Schmidt-Traub, Obersteiner, & Mosnier, 2019; Tilman & Clark, 2014).

Regional and Organic Agriculture
In developed economies, regional and organic agriculture are two widely discussed and promoted supply-side solutions for sustainable food provision. Further, consumers are often willing to pay higher prices for these products compared to conventional and non-regional products (Brunori et al., 2016; Theurl, 2016).

Organic agriculture, defined as an integrated farming system that strives for sustainability, the enhancement of soil fertility, and biological diversity, is an ongoing sustainability transformation in the sector that can cause less environmental damage and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per hectare than conventional agriculture (Badgley et al., 2007; Erb et al., 2009; Muller et al., 2017; Reganold & Wachter, 2016). Meta-studies on the topic outline that organic farming leads to significantly higher soil organic matter content and soil nitrogen, an increase in biodiversity, and a decrease in energy turnover (Mondelaers, Aertsens, & van Huylenbroeck, 2009; Tuomisto, Hodge, Riordan, & Macdonald, 2012). Yet these benefits generally come with lower yields (Seufert, Ramankutty, & Foley, 2012), which leads to higher land use compared to conventional food production. Due to the often lower yields in organic production, organic agriculture’s per product impacts can be higher than those from conventional agriculture (Seufert & Ramankutty, 2017), and its potential to create and ensure food security worldwide is limited (Connor, 2008; Seufert et al., 2012).

The spatial extent of food supply chains is another debated issue in sustainable food production (Born & Purcell, 2006; Brunori et al., 2016; Edwards-Jones, 2010; Edwards-Jones et al., 2008). Recently, there has been an increasing demand for regionally produced food in Germany (Feldmann & Hamm, 2015) because many consumers expect social and environmental benefits from its consumption (Zepeda & Deal, 2009). However, the actual environmental impacts of regional agriculture are highly debated. For example, Schlilch and Fleissner (2005) showed that, regarding energy turnover, traveling distance is of minor concern compared to production practices, at least for some products. They argue that due to efficiency of scale, large businesses produce more efficiently than smaller ones. Contrarily, Andersson and Ohlsson (1999) came to the conclusion that despite a lower energy turnover, smaller bread production systems have less impact on eutrophication, acidification, and ozone-depleting substance
formation compared to a larger, industrial one. Similarly ambiguous are the results of several studies that compared the footprint of apples consumed in Europe, originating from Europe and New Zealand respectively (Jones, 2002; Milà i Canals, Cowell, Sim, & Basson, 2007; Saunders, Barber, & Taylor, 2006; Stadig, 2001). Edwards-Jones et al. (2008) highlighted the importance of system boundary definitions and advocated for the inclusion of social and economic factors when evaluating whether local food is the better option or not. Currently, the share of organic products consumed in Germany is rising (Statista, 2013), and regional products are politically supported (e.g., in the German federal state of Baden-Wuerttemberg; MLR, 2017).

Trade-offs in Agriculture and Multi-objective Considerations
Maximizing the output of an agricultural production system is optimal in terms of demand fulfillment but not in terms of environmental pressures. Trade-offs between different sustainable development goals also exist for regional food production. A widely used technique to analyze such trade-offs in agriculture is multi-objective optimization (MO) (Holzkämper, Klein, Seppelt, & Fuhrer, 2015). For example, Lautenbach, Volk, Strauch, Whittaker, and Seppelt (2013) used MO to assess the trade-off between biofuel and food production in terms of their respective yields, water discharge, and nitrate leaching. They concluded that the methodology can be a helpful tool in the management of ecosystem services. A study conducted by Galán-Martín, Vaskan, Antón, Esteller, and Guillén-Gosálbez (2017) used results of life cycle assessments to optimally allocate agricultural land to either rain-fed or irrigated wheat production in Spain.

Trade-offs also apply to regional production of organic food: It may be possible to decrease environmental impacts by scaling up organic agriculture, but this is likely to decrease the amount of food that can be produced within a region due to lower yields (Zasada et al., 2019). While trade-off relationships between environmental impacts and productivity of organic farming are addressed frequently in the literature (Azadi, Schoonbeek, Mahmoudi, Derudder, De Maeyer, & Witlox, 2011; Seufert et al., 2012; Tuomisto et al., 2012), their connection to regional self-sufficiency of agricultural products (lower productivity means lower self-sufficiency rates) has not been studied in detail.

Research Gap, Goal, and Scope
In particular, the question of how regional food supply potential changes if different environmental impacts are included in the optimization process is understudied. A prerequisite for such an analysis would be an indicator for a region’s potential self-sufficiency (e.g., what is possible with given socio-geographic conditions?). Although many indicators exist that represent the status-quo regarding a region’s self-sufficiency (Blay-Palmer, Santini, Dubbeling, Renting, Taguchi, & Giordano, 2018; Pradhan, Lüdeke, Reusser, & Kropp, 2014; Strolling of the heifers, 2019), none of them is suitable to calculate potential self-sufficiency rates under different scenarios. This is because they use actual production, or monetary data instead of estimating production based on the agricultural land and its use. A research tool that determines how self-sufficiency changes under different demand scenarios and environmental impact reduction targets could not be found in the literature either.

The German Federal State of Baden-Württemberg (BW) has strong lobby group and political support for organic regional agriculture, e.g., in the form of so-called “bio-pioneer regions,” which are promoted using the slogan, “Bio + Regional = Optimal” (Ministerium für Ländlichen Raum & Verbraucherschutz Baden-Württemberg, 2019). But to what degree self-sufficiency of regional food supply is even possible in BW is not known. Also unanswered is the question of whether BW’s agricultural production system could meet political emission targets under maximal output. We want to fill the aforementioned research gap for BW by addressing the following research questions:

1. How large is the maximal possible self-sufficiency of food supply for BW?
2. How compatible is a scenario of maximum self-sufficiency with political environment protection goals?
3. What would be an optimal solution that
ensures relatively high self-sufficiency with relatively low environmental impacts?

4. How do the answers to questions 1 - 3 change under different demand patterns and production practices?

Condensed into one goal that answers all of these questions, it means that we want to:

Analyze the trade-off relationship between self-sufficiency and environmental impacts by comparing a state of maximum self-sufficiency with the optimum of these opposing objectives for different demand and production patterns.

To tackle this goal, we compiled a comprehensive database of agricultural plots and pastures within the state, sorted by possible crop sequences, as well as life cycle inventories of crop production. We defined a set of food demand scenarios, derived a suitable definition of the ‘regional self-sufficiency rate’ for food demand across all categories, and applied a multi-objective optimization. In the supplementary material, we also provided results to the question, “How big is the self-sufficiency regarding regional food supply of different sub-regions of Baden-Württemberg across all demand categories?”

The study focuses on the state of BW because there is strong political support for regional agriculture and community development on the governmental, county, and city levels (Ministerium für Ländlichen Raum & Verbraucherschutz Baden-Württemberg, 2019). In order to inform the political and community development process at the state level, the geographical scope is limited to the state boundaries. Optimizing a food system with regional scope will of course lead to a very different outcome compared to a scope including national or global markets. It is not our research goal to provide optimal outcomes with supra-regional scope, as that would require significantly more data and explicit modeling of global markets for agricultural commodities. Instead, our intention is to quantify the environmentally optimal outcome for a set of scenarios conceived under the premise that a high share of regional supply is a paramount objective. In such a situation and given that imports to BW are very small compared to the overall market volume for different commodities, we can assume that sufficient import quantities will be available irrespective of the optimization outcome for BW. Hence, the production and impacts of imported commodities do not need to enter the BW-focused optimization.

**Applied Research Methods**

We applied a multi-objective optimization to obtain a first estimation of the possible regional self-reliance of food production (Peters, Wilkins, Rosas, Pepe, Picardy, & Fick, 2016).

**Multi-objective Optimization with Evolutionary Algorithms**

Multi-objective optimization algorithms are applied to problems with several opposing objectives. They try to minimize (or maximize) all objectives at the same time. With the number of objectives, the dimension of the decision space increases (Deb, 2014). Thus, for optimizations with more than one objective, the result is not one specific point but rather a set of points that are all equally (Pareto-) optimal (Konak, Coit, & Smith, 2006). A point within the solution space is called Pareto-optimal if it is not possible to better one objective without worsening another (Ehrgott, 2012). The set of Pareto-optimal points, which is determined by multi-objective optimization, is called Pareto front or Pareto set. It can be examined with a variety of visualization methods to gain insight into trade-off relationships and possible best solutions (Tusar & Filipic, 2015). Yet, finding one best solution is non-trivial because, at some point, the different objectives need to be compared and weighed against one another. The procedure developed by Blasco, Herrero, Sanchis, and Martínez (2008), which is also used in this study, solves this issue by defining desirability classes for each objective and applying a scoring system that follows the ‘one vs. others criteria’ (cf. supplementary material) introduced by Messac (1996). Where possible, desirability classes for the different environmental objectives were defined according to actual emissions and existing governmental goals.

In the field of multi-objective optimization, the
family of evolutionary algorithms (EA) is widely used to determine the Pareto set (Deb, 2014). EAs are stochastic search algorithms that try to optimize a target function by mimicking evolutionary processes like mutation, crossover, and selection (Baeck & Schwefel, 1993). The target function is chosen in accordance with the research goal. Here, we determine an optimal outcome by maximizing self-sufficiency and minimizing environmental impacts by altering how the available land is cultivated in terms of which field crop is produced on which land class, and which production practice is used. The objective function is a vector $Q$, whose elements denote the mass of the different agricultural products supplied by the land within the region’s boundaries. To incorporate production practice, each product is represented by two elements—one for organic and one for conventional production. According to the research goal, the objectives that should be optimized by altering $Q$ are:

a. A quantitative measure of self-sufficiency
b. Environmental impacts induced by regional agriculture.

As a measure of self-sufficiency, we introduce an area-based indicator called ‘level of self-sufficiency’ (LSS). For its calculation we developed an agricultural production model and compiled the required database of land plots and production life cycle inventories (LCI). Environmental impacts are calculated by scaling up the life cycle inventories (LCI) of the individual products and production practices following the life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology (Figure 1). Research question 4 is investigated by repeating the procedure with alternative food demand scenarios, and the question on county-level results is answered by reducing the geographical scope from the state to the county level.

**Level of Self-Sufficiency**

Self-sufficiency is a key indicator in characterizing regional agriculture. It describes to what extent the final food demand within a foodshed can be met with products that are produced within it. Here, instead of referring to Hedden (1929), who first introduced the term foodshed, we rely on a more recent definition from Peters, Bills, Lembo, Wilkins, and Fick (2009), who describe it as “the land that could provide some portion of a population center’s food needs within the bounds of a relatively circumscribed geographic area” (p. 73). Since self-sufficiency is an area-related problem, its indicator needs to be area-
based as well. In contrast, weight- or calorie-based LSS values are misleading because they are not good proxies for food quality or environmental impacts, especially in cases where products vary significantly in their agricultural land occupation values (ALO) (examples are provided in the supplementary material). Thus, we propose the following area-based level of self-sufficiency indicator:

The LSS of any given foodshed is the area used for producing regionally consumed food, divided by a hypothetical area necessary to produce the amount of food that meets the inhabitants’ total demand. The latter is calculated by assuming production practices and area yields are the same as for the regionally produced food (‘mirrored agriculture’ assumption). In other words, the available agricultural land and its use are extrapolated so that they meet the total demand.

To calculate LSS, information is needed about the amount of food consumed by the inhabitants, the amount of food produced in the foodshed, and how much agricultural land is occupied. In this study, demand data are compiled from official statistics, and the amount of produced food and the occupied area are estimated with an agricultural production model, which uses detailed information of the available agricultural land in BW.

**Demand**

Food consumption data representing typical German consumption is provided by the Ministry for Nutrition and Agriculture (Ministerium für Ernährung & Landwirtschaft). It was converted to per capita values and aggregated into a representative market basket (Clancy et al., 2017) with 17 products in 14 main food product categories (Table 1).

During the aggregation process, food items that cannot be grown in BW (rice, cacao, fish, citrus fruits) or are of minor relevance in terms of cal-

### Table 1. Per Capita Annual Demand for Agricultural Products and Product Categories*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agricultural product</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Base [kg/yr]</th>
<th>Vegetarian [kg/yr]</th>
<th>Vegan [kg/yr]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>carrots</td>
<td>carrots</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>68.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lettuce</td>
<td>lettuce</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunflower</td>
<td>vegetable oil</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>147.1</td>
<td>184.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rapeseed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potatoes</td>
<td>potatoes</td>
<td>178.2</td>
<td>238.7</td>
<td>238.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rye</td>
<td>rye</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soybeans</td>
<td>soybeans</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sugarbeet</td>
<td>sugarbeet</td>
<td>258.3</td>
<td>118.3</td>
<td>118.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomatoes</td>
<td>tomatoes</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheat</td>
<td>wheat</td>
<td>104.9</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>111.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beef</td>
<td>beef</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eggs</td>
<td>eggs</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milk pasture fed</td>
<td>milk</td>
<td>401.9</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milk arable fed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pork</td>
<td>pork</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broiler</td>
<td>poultry</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The list excludes fruits, wine, cacao, tea, coffee, and the like. The multitude of available food products was converted and aggregated to categories of agricultural products (e.g., bread to wheat, second column). For some categories, different agricultural production inventories exist (first column).
orie intake and food security in Germany; honey, nuts, game, rabbit, sheep, and horse were excluded. Fruit trees and vineyard cultivation were not included either because areas dedicated to their production are difficult to transform, and we reduced the dedicated agricultural land accordingly. For the different food categories, we designated certain products as representative for the entire category (e.g., soy as proxy for legumes). The aggregated market basket represents the base demand scenario for the study. It covers the demand reported by the Ministry for Nutrition and Agriculture to an extent of 80% for vegetable products, 90% for meat products and 100% for milk products (weight percentages). The base demand was altered according to Meier and Christen (2013) to estimate vegetarian and vegan demand scenarios respectively, which serve as reference cases for the optimization. The total demand is calculated by multiplying the per capita demand by the population of BW (Statistische Ämter des Bundes & der Länder, 2018). For details see the supplementary information.

**Agricultural Land**

In order to obtain detailed and realistic information of the production potential within BW, high resolution geo-referenced terrain, climate, and soil data were combined with the requirements of the different agricultural food crops. We used this information to identify the unique combination of crops that can potentially be grown on all arable land plots. The result is a novel georeferenced vector database with 319,516 individual agricultural plots at a resolution of ca. 60x60m for the German state of Baden-Württemberg, each tagged with data on soil quality (soil depth, stone content, and groundwater table, which determine plot-specific crop restrictions and crop sequence), and inclination (plots with an inclination of >25% were excluded). This information is the central database of this work, and its compilation is described in detail in the supplementary material. For the land allocation procedure, the plots were aggregated into 137 different classes of arable land, by grouping plots with similar or identical crop sequence potentials. The total area of the different classes within BW ranges from 0.04 to ca. 330,000 ha, with the five biggest land classes making up 78% of the total arable land (808,615 ha) (Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie [BKG], n.d.; Kaule et al., 2011; VELA, 2014). Each of these land classes has specific yields and possible crop sequences for the 16 crops that serve as food or fodder crop (Table 2). Next to arable land, pasture is included as well, and the amount of pasture was retrieved from georeferenced land use data for BW (Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie, 2018). The details of compilation of the land class database are described in the supplementary material.

**Agricultural Production Model and LSS Calculation**

An agricultural production model was developed to calculate the levels of self-sufficiency for a given vector Q that lists the quantities for each product produced within the foodshed. In the model, all entries of Q are converted into the area needed to produce the respective food or fodder crops (e.g., 1 kg milk is expressed in terms of the area needed to produce the fodder required for its production). The area needed for a single crop is calculated by multiplying the per capita demand by the population of BW (Statistische Ämter des Bundes & der Länder, 2018). For details see the supplementary information.

### Table 2: Which Crops (Food and Fodder) Can Be Grown in the Five Biggest Land Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Area (ha)</th>
<th>Carrots</th>
<th>Salad</th>
<th>Potato</th>
<th>Rape-seed</th>
<th>Rye</th>
<th>Pea</th>
<th>Sugar-beet</th>
<th>Sunflower</th>
<th>Tomatoes</th>
<th>Wheat</th>
<th>Barley</th>
<th>Maize (corn)</th>
<th>Maize (silage)</th>
<th>Soy</th>
<th>Triticale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>334,557</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>177,726</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>59,562</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37,799</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20,980</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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can only be farmed every third year, the model would allocate a maximum of 33% of that land class to that crop. The crop rotation factors were taken from KTBL (2009) and Rippel (2014). For a given crop, ALO-values and crop rotation factors may be different for organic and conventional production. The model consecutively allocates the area needs of the different crops to the land classes where they can be grown, and diminishes the remaining available area within those land classes accordingly.

In the allocation process, both land classes and crops are used in a certain order, which is based on how flexibly they can be used to farm different crops: By using up “picky” land classes and restricted crops first, it is assured that the area is used efficiently. After all crops are allocated to corresponding land classes, the area needed for each product category \( c \) (\( n_c \) [ha]) is calculated. With \( Q \) (population size times per-capita demand) the model also calculates product category specific demand fulfillment rates \( r_c [%] \). These values indicate to what extent the demand of a given category is met, and they are used to estimate the area that would be needed if the total demand would be met. In the calculation of demand fulfillment rates, coupled products are treated in a system expansion approach: The production of one kiloton of a main product (eggs, milk), automatically produces a certain amount of poultry and beef respectively (as co-products). With given \( n_c \) and \( r_c \) the area-based LSS-values can be calculated:

\[
LSS(Q) = \frac{\sum_{c=1}^{14} n_c(Q)}{\sum_{c=1}^{14} n_c(Q) + \sum_{c=1}^{14} (n_c(Q) \times \frac{100-r_c(Q)}{r_c(Q)})}
\] (1)

The numerator represents the area that is needed for producing \( Q \). The denominator represents the area that is needed if the local demand would be met. It is the sum of what is needed to produce \( Q \) and what is needed to produce the ‘missing part’ of the demand. For example, assume a category’s demand fulfillment rate is 75% and it needs 30 ha arable land. Then (100-75)/75 multiplied with 30 ha yields 10 ha as the area needed to cultivate the missing 25%.

This hypothetical area of 10 ha automatically possesses the same composition of products and production practices as the actually produced food because it was calculated from its demand fulfillment rate (mirrored agriculture). Note, here, that the hypothetical area is only used as an extrapolation of the available agricultural land (and its use) in order to quantify LSS and does not relate to any actual production.

In case the available agricultural land is exceeded, or overproduction occurs for any category \( r_c > 100 \), LSS is set to zero as penalty for the optimization (overproduction of one category will leave less area for the others). For poultry and beef, the demand fulfillment rates are adjusted to include cases where they are co-products of egg and milk production.

Environmental Impact Calculation with LCA

Total potential environmental impacts induced by agriculture were calculated by scaling up product specific LCIs calculated for one kiloton of raw product at the farmgate as reference flow. The assessment contained all upstream products including, e.g., energy and fertilizer use. The LCAs were performed in openLCA v. 1.6 with the AGRIBALYSE v. 1.3 database. This was chosen after extensive review of the existing LCI databases because it allows for detailed comparison of conventionally and organically grown products (cf. supplement). The farming processes selected from AGRIBALYSE v1.3, which reflect French agricultural practice in a climate similar to that of BW, were adapted to reflect regional production in BW by changing the electricity mix. With these modified process inventories, midpoint indicators according to the ReCiPe 2008 life cycle impact assessment method (Goedkoop et al., 2009) were calculated for four salient agricultural impact categories (Stoate, Boatman, Borralho, Carvalho, Snoo, & Eden, 2001): climate change (CC), marine eutrophication (ME), terrestrial acidification (TAC), and terrestrial ecotoxicity (TET). It is important to note that in the ReCiPe 2008 method, marine eutrophication refers to nitrogen eutrophication to the water body in contrast to freshwater eutrophication, which refers to phosphorus eutrophication.

For some products, the database only contains conventional production. In the case of beef and
turkey production, LCIs of the organic counterpart were estimated by taking the conventional processes and changing the fodder input to an organic diet with the same energy content. In the case of organic milk production, only a single management system is available in the LCI database and is used in our model. It represents a feeding system relying on grazed grass as well as concentrate feed such as silage corn. For vegetable products where LCIs are not available (two conventional and six organic products), data from either the conventional counterpart or a similar crop was used as proxy. Because the impacts are later related to governmental goals concerning German emissions, only those emissions taking place within the country of production are included in the impact assessment step of the LCA. In the objective function of the MO, the amount of every product (i.e., each element of Q) is multiplied with the corresponding characterized life cycle inventory result of that product. By summing up the emissions of all products per impact category, the total emissions of Q are obtained (in other words the line vector Q is multiplied with the column vector of the respective LCI).

Conducting the MO
The MO was conducted with the widely used NSGAII algorithm (Deb, K., Pratap, A., Agarwal, S., & Meyarivan, T. 2002), which is designed to minimize all objectives. Because LSS needs to be maximized, for the optimization it was transformed into negative LSS by multiplying it with minus one. The other objectives (environmental impacts) are calculated as described above, resulting in the following target function:

\[
\text{fitness}(\vec{Q}) = \vec{F} = \left(\begin{array}{c}
\vec{Q} \cdot \vec{LI}_{CC} \\
\vec{Q} \cdot \vec{LI}_{MA} \\
\vec{Q} \cdot \vec{LI}_{PC} \\
\vec{Q} \cdot \vec{LI}_{TE} - LSS(\vec{Q})
\end{array}\right)
\]

It is a function of \(\vec{Q}\) and the outcome is another vector \(\vec{F}\) with five elements that are all subject to minimization (Note that \(\vec{Q}\) is a column vector and the respective \(\vec{LI}\) vectors are row vectors).

In order to properly approximate the Pareto front, the algorithm needs boundaries and reasonable start values for Q (first-generation). These were obtained by a mechanistic approach that gradually increases the amount of each product simultaneously until the demand is met or the area is exceeded. A random element was chosen from the solution set generated by that approach to ensure that the first generation has a big enough variety. The parameter population size (not to be confused with the population of BW) defines the number of individuals within one generation of the algorithm and by that, the number of points in the resulting Pareto set. To ensure that the Pareto set is large enough to broadly reflect the Pareto front, it was set to 1500, reflecting typical choices in the literature. The MO was run with a probability for mutation of 0.2 and a probability for crossover of 0.7 over 5000 generations. Mutation randomly alters a number of elements within Q whereas crossover creates “offspring” by combining two Qs (“parents”) according to a specified operator. In this study an operator that, element-wise, calculates the mean of the two “parents” was used.

Desirability Classes
The methodology from Blasco et al. (2008) for retrieving an MO solution needs pre-defined desirability classes for every objective. In this study the classes include the following: highly undesirable (HU), undesirable (U), tolerable (T), desirable (D), and highly desirable (HD). For climate change, eutrophication, and terrestrial acidification, desirability thresholds were defined according to actual emissions (undesirable) and governmental goals (highly desirable) developed by the institutions BMU (n.d.), MUKE BW (n.d.), and Umwelt Bundesamt (UBA) (2018) (for details, cf. Supplement). Because state level emission data and goal definitions for climate change and terrestrial acidification were not available for BW, corresponding data for Germany were scaled down using the share of BW in German agricultural output. For terrestrial ecotoxicity, no emission data was available, so its range within the Pareto set was divided into five equally sized intervals. We defined the thresholds for LSS according to what is maximally possible in BW if environmental constraints...
are not accounted for. Table 3 shows the desirability thresholds for the different objectives. A score was assigned to every desirability class (Table 3, bottom) according to the scheme described by Blasco et al. (2008), which fulfills the ‘one vs others’ criteria (i.e., bettering one objective in a given class is preferred over bettering all other objectives in the next best class) (Messac, 1996). By summing up the scores of every class, the total score of a point within the Pareto set is derived. The lower it is, the better the point performs regarding the desirability of the different objectives. The best point is then determined by choosing the point with the lowest score out of all possible points.

Results
The regional self-sufficiency of food supply was maximized while minimizing environmental impacts in order to analyze the trade-off relationship between the opposing objectives. Figures 2–4 show so-called level plots (Blasco et al., 2008) of the multi-objective optimization for base-, vegetarian-, and vegan-demand scenarios. Level plots show the whole Pareto set for one specific objective. The x-axis represents the different objective values in physical units whereas the y-axis represents a norm that describes the distance to an ideal point. For this hypothetical point, the value of every objective is the minimal, and the point with the lowest norm value is closest to the ideal point. Here, the infinity norm was applied because it is best suited for visualizing trade-offs between conflicting objectives. Because the same norm is shown for each of the different objectives, one can compare the performance of a certain point regarding different objectives. Desirability classes and their thresholds are shown as colored background and dashed grey lines to show how desirable different points are for each objective. Additionally, a scoring system which is described in detail in the supplement, was applied to the points in the Pareto set. In the plot the score is shown as the points’ coloring. The lower the score, the better a point performs concerning the defined desirability classes. The best solution (i.e., the point with the lowest norm value among those, with lowest score) is shown as a red triangle. The red rectangle represents the point of maximum LSS.

In the level plots, the trade-off between LSS and environmental impacts is visible: Outcomes with increasing impact values are less desirable (darker background) while increasing LSS values leads higher desirability (brighter background).

For every objective, moving towards either very small or very high values will eventually increase the distance to the ideal point (expressed as infinity norm) because performance regarding one of the opposing objectives is worsened too severely. The case of maximum LSS is one of those extremes. Here, LSS values range between 61 and 66% (research question no. 1), depending on the demand scenario (Table 4). For all diets, soy is a limiting factor in LSS maximization because its overall production potential in BW is low. In the base demand scenario, soy is primarily needed as animal fodder, in the vegan diet as vegetable food

Table 3. Desirability Thresholds and Scores for the Desirability Classes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective***</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>HD</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>HU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>kt CO2-eq</td>
<td>&lt; 4737.1</td>
<td>&lt; 5021.9</td>
<td>&lt; 5306.6</td>
<td>&lt; 5591.4</td>
<td>≥ 5591.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>kt N-eq</td>
<td>&lt; 10.4</td>
<td>&lt; 17.3</td>
<td>&lt; 24.26</td>
<td>&lt; 31.2</td>
<td>≥ 31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>kt SO2-eq</td>
<td>&lt; 84.8</td>
<td>&lt; 90.6</td>
<td>&lt; 96.3</td>
<td>&lt; 102</td>
<td>≥ 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TET</td>
<td>kt 1.4 DCB-eq</td>
<td>&lt; 90</td>
<td>&lt; 175.7</td>
<td>&lt; 261.4</td>
<td>&lt; 347.1</td>
<td>≥ 340.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>&gt; 60</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
<td>&gt; 40</td>
<td>&gt; 30</td>
<td>≤ 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For the five objectives described above, the desirability classes are highly desirable (HD), desirable (D), tolerable (T), undesirable (UD), and highly undesirable (HU).

** The acronyms are climate change (CC), marine eutrophication (ME), terrestrial acidification (TAC), terrestrial ecotoxicity (TET), and level of self-sufficiency (LSS).
and in the vegetarian for both. Compared to the vegan demand scenario, the base and vegetarian demand scenarios have higher maximum LSS values, because, for the latter, pasture is available for food production (regulations and also partly political climate considerations prohibit the conversion of pastures to arable land).

The level plots show that the state of maximum LSS comes with strong environmental impacts: In the base and vegetarian demand scenario, the state of maximum LSS is in the highly undesirable section for climate change, marine eutrophication, and terrestrial ecotoxicity. In these impact categories political goals cannot be achieved in a state of maximum productivity (research question 2). For the vegan demand scenario only terrestrial ecotoxicity is in the undesired section for maximum LSS.

In contrast to maximized productivity, the MO optimum’s values lay in moderate desirability classes for all objectives (research question 3): For the base and vegetarian demand scenario, the optimum’s worst section is ‘tolerable,’ for the vegan demand scenario its worst is the ‘desirable’ section. Among the different diets’ optimums, the vegan demand scenario has the highest LSS value (50%).

When the state of maximum LSS and the MO’s optimum are compared (research goal), an overproportional decline in environmental impacts is visible (Figure 5). For example, in the base demand scenario, going from a point of maximum LSS to the optimum decreases self-sufficiency by 40% (27 percentage points), but also decreases climate change impacts and terrestrial acidification by half and terrestrial ecotoxicity by 80%. Marine eutrophication decreases by about 40% as well. For the vegan demand scenario similar declines can be observed, but in the vegetarian demand scenario it is less distinct. For all demand scenarios, the production technology mix of the optimum comprises...
Figure 3. Pareto Set with 1,500 Elements of a Multi-objective Optimization (MO) for Four Environmental Impacts and the Level of Self-sufficiency in the Form of Level Plots. The MO was conducted for a vegetarian demand scenario.

Figure 4. Pareto Set with 1,500 Elements of a Multi-objective Optimization (MO) for Four Environmental Impacts and the Level of Self-sufficiency in the Form of Level Plots. The MO was conducted for a vegan demand scenario.
at least 40% organic agriculture (Table 4), which contributes to the nonlinear decline of environmental impacts (especially terrestrial ecotoxicity). Interestingly, none of the Pareto-optimal points produced results where all the agricultural land is used. This indicates that in order to reach the proposed goals in environmental protection (which enter the routine via the desirability classes),

Table 4. Comparison of the Agricultural Land Allocation for a State Where Level of Self-sufficiency (LSS) is Maximized (Left) vs. the Best Solution of the Multi-Objective Optimization (MO, right)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Maximize LSS</th>
<th>Optimum of MO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>kt</td>
<td>5,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>kt</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>kt</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TET</td>
<td>kt</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arable land used</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture used</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share org.</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The score is the one obtained by the multi-objective optimization. CC stands for climate change, ME for marine eutrophication, TAC for terrestrial acidification, and TET for terrestrial ecotoxicity.

Figure 5. Radarcharts of Performances Regarding Level of Self-sufficiency (LSS) and Environmental Impacts in a State of Maximum LSS and the Multi-Objective’s (MO’s) Optimum

Each chart is designated for a demand scenario and scaled according to the respective state of maximum LSS. Each objective’s range is divided into five equal sections. Based on these sections, the overproportional decline of environmental impacts by going from a state of maximum LSS to the optimum is evident: for example, in the vegan demand scenario, the optimum’s LSS value lies in the outmost section whereas all the impact values lie further within.
a shift toward more environmentally friendly production practices is not enough. There is also a need to produce less than what would be possible in the region by converting some land to fallow, which could lead to additional environmental benefits. The county specific LSS values, the resulting food quantities per product for all cases, and the demand fulfillment rates for each product category are listed in the supplementary material.

Discussion
The results show that a state of maximum self-sufficiency can reach LSS-values ranging from 61% to 66% but fail to satisfy three out of four environment protection goals for base and vegetarian demand scenarios, and one out of four for the vegan demand scenario (research questions 1 and 2). The optimum retrieved by the MO is a compromise between opposing objectives and fulfills environmental requirements to at least a ‘tolerable’ degree, but only reaches LSS-values ranging from 40% to 50% (research question 3). With a vegetarian diet, it is possible to reach the highest level of self-sufficiency, because pasture, which cannot be converted to other land use types due to legal and partly climatic reasons, is utilized for dairy products. If environmental impacts are included in the optimization process, the vegan diet outperforms the other two not only in most impacts, but also in LSS (research question 4).

The decline in LSS-values under environmental constraints compared to a state of maximum LSS comes with an even greater decline in environmental impacts (research goal). For base and vegetarian demand, this overproportionality can partly be explained by a lower share of meat and/or milk products in the MO’s optimum. Here, only 18%–21% (compared to 28%–29% in the LSS maximization) of the products are animal-based, whose production tends to put more pressure on the environment. Another central factor in impact reduction is the shift towards organic production (from 0% to around 40%–80%) as the vegan demand scenario exemplifies.

Policy Implications
Optimization results such as the ones presented here show the extent to which conflicting objectives can still be achieved under best possible circumstances. This maximum potential impact of a sustainable development strategy provides a guardrail against which the different policy targets and the eventual real-world impacts can be benchmarked. It also shows the potential of a given strategy in relation to what other strategies can achieve. It can be communicated to policy makers to show the potential of regional agriculture under different environmental and sustainability objectives. The policy targets themselves often do not directly build on optimization outcomes and are the result of a consensus-building process that takes into account the perspectives and power of different stakeholders. The main application of the MO results is thus not to be used directly as policy targets, but to make sure that policy targets are feasible in principle. This situation is similar to how energy system models are used to depict optimal future outcomes of the energy transition (Pfenninger, Hawkes, & Keirstead, 2014). The process of informing policy target setting is best applied at the state and county level due to the coarse level of resolution of the land-use conditions and, in particular, the average process inventories for farming the different crops. Local, farm-level conditions may deviate substantially from the average and require other, locally optimal decisions. The results are by no means to be interpreted such that all organizational units, including farms, should adhere to the solutions found. Instead they can be used to set regional targets based upon the different incentives that regions devise for reaching them.

Community Development for Sustainable Agriculture
The study presents an analysis of both the current and extreme diet alternatives, such as a completely vegan diet. The extreme cases were studied to map the solution space and show what changes in environmental impacts and self-sufficiency are possible in principle to then inform policy and public debates. From the analysis itself, we can conclude neither that such extreme developments are desirable nor that they are feasible. Instead, and this is where the true value of the study lies in our view, we show that sustainable development in the food system requires both: major shifts in farming prac-
ties and major shifts in consumption patterns. The sustainability transformation on both production- and consumption-side has to be co-designed using a variety of planning and community development tools including transdisciplinary research. Urban-resident-driven initiatives such as the ‘save the bees’ campaign (proBiene—Freies Institut für ökologische Bienenhaltung, 2019) focus on one part only (here: the supply side) and under-appreciate the importance of community development required for adopting more sustainable farming practices. They tend to also ignore the system-wide consequences of their vision, such as a shifting of impacts to other regions as a result of increasing regional organic farming output without changes on the demand side (Muller et al., 2017; Smith, Kirk, Jones, & Williams, 2019).

Limitations of the Study
Due to their stochastic nature, EAs can only approximate the Pareto set. We found that the NSGAII algorithm requires a very large computational effort to maintain a pressure towards the Pareto front when there are more than three objectives to optimize (Coello Coello, Aguirre, & Zitzler, 2005). For the five objectives considered here, we therefore chose a very large population size (1,500) and many generations (5,000). A leaner solution would be to incorporate an adjustment in the algorithm according to Köppen and Yoshida (2007), but that was not possible within the scope of this study.

The food basket used in this study only contains a certain selection of food products to reflect German consumption. Therefore, the results only apply to a part of the total demand. Due to the fact that vegetable products are underrepresented compared to meat and milk products, the vegan demand scenario is biased in the sense that LSS is overestimated. On the other side, the choice of soy as the sole legume is a bias that might underestimate LSS for the vegan and vegetarian demand scenario because the land in BW that is suitable to grow soy is limited.

The approach presented here needs detailed geo-referenced land-use and census data. It was possible to conduct such a study for Germany, where such data is relatively easily accessible, but this may not be possible in regions with poorer data availability.

In general, LCA results come with high epistemic uncertainty due to the proxy choice made (use of aggregated AGRIBALYSE datasets) and the assumptions and uncertainties contained therein. In addition, there is an aleatory uncertainty of the LCI data of the different agricultural processes due to changing local and seasonal conditions. Especially the poor representation of distinctive impacts for different management systems in organic milk production is a major shortcoming and may overestimate the environmental impacts for base and vegetarian demand. Still, using those LCI datasets was the only feasible way to obtain reasonable impact estimates for regional agriculture in BW, and more region- and site-specific agricultural process inventories are needed to provide more accurate scenarios in the future, including potential yield changes as a consequence of climate change (Griffin et al., 2018). Considerations of the economic and political feasibility of the self-sufficiency rates and underlying scenarios, as well as the question of how and where the missing food should be produced and imported from without intense environmental damages, are of paramount importance but were beyond the scope of this study.

Further Research
Next to overcoming the limitations stated above, more site-specific process inventories are needed to increase the relevance of the MO-based approach at the local scale (farm cooperative or farm-level). Moreover, not only production but also scenarios and business models for storage, logistics and transport, and marketing need to be included in the system boundary to fully describe regional potential and sustainable relations between food production and consumption. More high-resolution information is needed regarding the usage of plant protection agents, as the currently available information is very scarce. The region-based scenarios should be contrasted with those including a depiction of global market for agricultural commodities to study the displacement and indirect land-use effects of substantial changes towards organic agriculture in BW, as demon-
strated for other regions by Muller et al. (2017) and Smith et al. (2019).

Conclusions
The study showed that regional agriculture in Baden-Württemberg cannot be fully self-sufficient regardless of the diet (level of self-sufficiency (LSS) ranges between 61% and 66%), because of the high population density (310 inhabitants/km²). Moreover, an agricultural production system targeted at maximum output, cannot meet all political environmental protection goals. Using multi-objective optimization, it was possible to identify optimal trade-offs between regional self-sufficiency and environmental impacts. The optimum is not only a compromise between the conflicting objectives (all objectives are at least ‘tolerable’ for base and vegetarian and at least ‘desirable’ for vegan demand scenario), but also eco-efficient in a sense that when compared to a state of maximum LSS, environmental impacts are reduced overproportionally compared to the LSS reduction. This overproportional decline in impacts is partly due to a shift towards organic production. The efficient state has a share of organic production of around 40%–80% (depending on the diet) and balances self-sufficiency and environmental impacts (according to governmental goals), with LSS-values around 40%–50%. A shift towards a vegan diet (also if incomplete) has strong co-benefits regarding environmental impacts and self-sufficiency. Thus, another conclusion is that food production problems need to be tackled not only from the production but also from the consumption side.

The results presented may help policy-makers as well as community-driven initiatives to benchmark their transformation target suggestions, as they present a quantitative basis to substantiate an ongoing debate.
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